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EDDIE A R ROYO

Eddie Arroyo chronicles the effects of
displacement in South Florida’s Black
and Brown neighborhoods, attending closely to urban landscapes where
Haitian immigrants and people from
other Caribbean nations reside. His
present work focuses on depictions
of solitary buildings in areas such as
Miami’s Little Haiti in paintings highlighting today’s neoliberal version of
colonialism, gentrification, which
manifests itself in the eviction of longtime residents and the erasure of local
architecture by new developments.
At first glance, Arroyo’s paintings
might seem like neutral portraits of
Little Haiti’s environs, the titles disclosing only the addresses of the
depicted locations. In his choices of
street corners, buildings, and scenes,
however, Arroyo addresses the changing face of a neighborhood in transition as well as the communities of
people threatened by unscrupulous
developers. Low-rise structures are
painted in warm hues that would
almost function as color fields but for
the presence of signage, ads, and graffiti. The cool-toned skies above are
frequently overcast—though often,
too, they let through a ray of sunshine.
Arroyo is also a local activist, as
well as an editor of and active contributor to the regional online art publication Art Is About. In his depictions of
Little Haiti, he memorializes not just
the neighborhood but also the art of
Haitian-born mural painter and community leader Serge Toussaint, whose
murals grace the facades of many
local bodegas, auto-repair shops, and
restaurants, as well the vernacular tradition of hand-painted advertisements
that cover Miami’s local architecture.
Arroyo’s paintings such as 6041 NE

2nd Ave., Miami, FL 33137 (2017)
and 5825 NE 2nd Ave., Miami, FL
33137 (2016) recall Edward Hopper’s
masterpieces, with a similar precision
of light and the viewer’s proximity to
low buildings. Extending Hopper’s
ideas of physical and psychological
emptiness, Arroyo does not equivocate in his critique of the forces behind
his deserted landscapes: they represent his version of twenty-first century
Americana. MG

KOR A K R IT A RUN A NOND C H A I

Working across video, painting, performance, and sculpture, Korakrit
Arunanondchai wrestles with massive, unrepresentable global systems
via autobiographical, phantasmal
assemblages of symbolically rich
objects and images. Having come of
age at a time defined by humans’ detrimental impact on the earth, the artist takes entropy as a given. His video
works, which reflect this perception of
increasing disintegration, are stitched
together from densely layered and
edited moving images, some dreamlike and others all too real. The ultimate effect is a hallucinatory collage
of fragments that emphatically refuses
to congeal into a resolved whole.
Arunanondchai’s video with history in a room filled with people
with funny names 4 (2017) intertwines a mournful meditation on
his aging grandmother’s dementia
with a kaleidoscopic imagining of
the obsolescence of the human species. The complexly cyclical structure
of the work, in which images recede
and recur over some twenty minutes,
contends that time and history are
not organized toward a progressivist
end point. Rather, the work reflects a
reincarnationist system in which past,
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present, and future exist continuously.
The film flickers between footage of
giant crowds mourning the 2016 death
of Thai king Bhumibol Adulyadej, protests against the Trump presidency,
the deaths of endangered animals, the
thousand-acre megatemple Wat Phra
Dhammakaya north of Bangkok, and
oceans crowded with detritus. There
also are appearances by Arunanondchai’s invented “drone-spirit” Chantri,
frequent collaborator boychild’s turn
as the snakelike creature Naga from
Thai mythology, and a marauding
human in a rat suit that nods to Elizabeth Kolbert’s 2014 book The Sixth
Extinction, which ponders the possibility that rats will become a dominant species after humans’ demise.
Arunanondchai’s video sweeps one
along in a flow of decay, but it also
points to modes of resistance. The artist draws on Donna Haraway’s concept of the Chthulucene, which term
she proposes for a past, present, and
future epoch in which human and animal refugees pursue “multispecies ecojustice” together. Arunanondchai’s
multitemporal collages do not simply image the present entanglement
of global capital with political, personal, and geologic history but instead
imagine new ways of thinking outside
of teleological time to recuperate refuges for human, animal, and spirit
alike. AC

OLGA BA LE M A

Olga Balema constructs objects and
installations from the found, the
readymade, and the fabricated, moving fluently through various genres
and stylistic points with a material
intelligence that encompasses references to art history, cinema, literature,
and personal narratives. Consistent

throughout, however, is her interest
in discomfort. Balema creates a quality of tension evoked by her deliberate misuse of materials, frequently
channeled through the structuring
and arranging of architectural space.
Geometric shapes, bright colors, and drooping, puffy, or flaccid
structures are recurrent protagonists
in Balema’s work, sometimes making literal reappearances: at her
2015 exhibition Cannibals at Croy
Nielsen in Berlin, a series of works
called Threat to civilization (2015)—
irregular, tumescent PVC bags filled
with water—contained bent steel
rods, cannibalized fragments of former sculptures that rusted throughout
the course of the show and turned the
clear water ruddy and clouded. For her
2017 exhibition at High Art in Paris,
None of the beauty of the landscape
can reach her pupils anymore, Balema
covered the delicate plaster flourishes
of the gallery’s elegant white walls with
rows of panels upholstered in quilted
or snakeskin pleather and fabric patterned like wood grain, all in a riot of
colors that seemed to rebel against
the room’s decorous ornamentation.
The shiny smoothness of the panels,
each about the size of a place mat, was
rudely ruptured by the occasional tear
from which a small dowel poked out,
like a cigarette from a pair of lips.
At Art Basel Hong Kong in 2018,
Balema channeled her penchant for
modulating interiors into a holistic
approach to the temporary architecture of the gallery booth by creating a
flimsy, unstable-seeming installation
of seven paintings and sculptures that
sagged and slouched from the impermanent walls. A vertical triptych
titled Visions from a floating world
(2018) appeared to have slid down
toward the floor on the ribbons that
anchored it high above, its three sections misaligned. Meandering, messy
grids ramble across the paintings, a
nod to both Balema’s inclination to
give abstract traditions new material
realities and her underlying tendency
to manifest the joy, freedom, and psychosis of making art. JPF

MORGA N BA S SI C HI S

Morgan Bassichis makes performances
that combine stand-up comedy, music,
and mysticism into beguiling tales
of queer alienation, love, and liberation. The artist’s onstage persona
skews millennial ingenue, delivering
the language of self-care with charmingly entitled obliviousness. This gentle
mockery of quintessentially twentyfirst- century behaviors nevertheless
celebrates the motives behind them.
To witness Bassichis at work is a physical experience: you might sing along,
cheer, and sigh while also laughing
through tears.
Bassichis works with LGBTQ
social justice organizations and Jewish Voice for Peace and has written on
queer politics and prison abolition.
These experiences and concerns infuse
recent projects like The Faggots and
Their Friends between Revolutions:
The Musical (2017), an adaptation
of an illustrated manifesto–fairy tale
published in 1977 for which Bassichis
and collaborators transformed the
top floor of the New Museum in New
York into a psychedelic living room
for “new moon potluck musical theater.” In More Protest Songs! (2018),
performed at Danspace Project in New
York and released as a live album, Bassichis and a backing band play original
cabaret-style ballads that mourn our
political present and irreverently summon new possibilities. A playful homage to singer-songwriter and lesbian
icon Holly Near’s anthem “Singing for
Our Lives” descends into the audience
singing together, “We’re gonna tear
down all your prisons . . . / We have
debilitating social anxiety . . . / We are
on so many pills . . . / And we are singing, singing for our lives.”
Citing the playwright Suzan-Lori
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Parks’s proposition that “words are
spells,” Bassichis uses the transformational power of language to great
effect. Over the course of 2017, the
artist published To Do 2017 as part of
an online residency with Recess, New
York. The project consisted of daily
lists comprising wry tasks like “honor
gay history by not remembering the
names of people I have sex with” and
“get over my jealousy stuff before the
revolution happens.” This transformation of a mundane litany of chores
into a comedic, ambitious, perhaps
impossible set of directives exemplifies Bassichis’s approach to storytelling and the artist’s desire to use
performance to build collectivity. MH

B LITZ BA Z AW ULE

Samuel “Blitz” Bazawule, aka Blitz
the Ambassador, is both a musician and filmmaker, his stage name
an embodiment of his aim to bridge
perceived divides through a global
exchange of hip- hop culture. His
diversified approach in that pursuit
reflects his multifaceted preoccupation with African and diasporic cultures, ultimately serving as a rebuke
of Western perceptions of Africa as a
monolith.
Bazawule’s musical style and
filmic aesthetic are eclectic. He samples from other artists and media,
integrating iconic film dialogue and
classic hip-hop into his own music,
and has developed a unique magical
realism in his films born out of African storytelling, asserting in a 2018
interview with IndieWire that “African stories are naturally more magical realist than anywhere else in the
world.” The video he directed for his
song “Shine,” part of his 2015 Diasporadical Trilogía, exemplifies his

